What should a testimony contain?

1. Details of the victim:
   name, age, gender, road user type (pedestrian cyclist, motorcyclist, passenger in car, bus or other), driver of car, lorry etc.)
   if possible, also include a photograph (a digital photograph sent with testimony by e-mail)

2. Details of the person who has written the testimony:
   relationship to victim and any other relevant details

3. Details of the crash:
   circumstances, date, time of day, weather conditions, location, witnesses, etc., etc.

4. The response by the authorities:
   how was the message delivered, the quality of the investigation, the seriousness of the criminal prosecution, the fairness of the civil damages paid to the victim or family, also length of proceedings, etc.

5. The impact on life/lives suffered as the result:
   Impact on health, on work, emotional and financial impact, etc., etc.